
HOW TO PURCHASE A CAT CHONK
Purchasing a Cat Chonk with wETH takes a few more steps - but believe me, the savings in gas
is totally worth it! Plus, Polygon minting takes less energy and is better for the environment.
Once you’ve gone through this process you’ll be able to use Polygon again and again for other
gas-free purchases.

IN THIS TUTORIAL WE WILL

1 - Install the MetaMask Wallet
2 - Add the Polygon Network to that Wallet
3 - Buy WETH either direct with credit card (cheapest) or by bridging your ETH (gas fees)
4 - Swap WETH for 1 MATIC gas token
5 - Purchase the Cat Chonk
____________________________________________________________________________

STEPS

1 - METAMASK - Install the MetaMask Wallet

https://metamask.io/

2 - POLYGON NETWORK - Add the Polygon Mainnet network to your wallet

Opensea - How to add the Polygon Mainnet to your wallet using Chainlist
https://support.opensea.io/hc/en-us/articles/1500011368842

3 - GET WETH - (wrapped ETH Polygon - little purple diamond)

OPTION 1 - CHEAPEST - DIRECT PURCHASE
Purchase WETH direct from Moonpay on Opensea using a CreditCard (only transaction fees,
no gas)

- Go to Opensea.io, connect your wallet
- follow this video walkthrough - https://youtu.be/ckgww9bjDZg?t=24
- There is now WETH in your wallet on the Polygon Network

SWAP WETH for 1 MATIC for teeny gas fee
- Go to to https://wallet.polygon.technology/login/ to swap some of the WETH for MATIC

(used for the teeny gas fees on Polygon. 1 MATIC will buy 1000 transactions)

https://metamask.io/
https://support.opensea.io/hc/en-us/articles/1500011368842
https://youtu.be/ckgww9bjDZg?t=24
https://wallet.polygon.technology/login/


- Connect your MetaMask wallet
- Click “POLYGON WALLET”
- Click “SWAP FOR GAS TOKEN” https://wallet.polygon.technology/gas-swap
- Select “ONE MATIC”
- “SELECT TOKEN” and pick your ETH Ether POS (should have an amount next to it)

Now you should have your WETH (money for purchase) and MATIC (money for gas) and can
connect to the Cat Chonks Mint site - https://www.alanamccarthy.com/cat-chonks-mint

OPTION 2 - GAS FEES - BRIDGE YOUR ETH
Bridge it from your existing ETH (transaction costs gas)

What’s WETH? How do I get it?
https://support.opensea.io/hc/en-us/articles/360063498293-What-s-WETH-How-do-I-get-it-

- SWAP WETH for 1 MATIC for teeny gas fee
- Go to to https://wallet.polygon.technology/login/ to swap some of the WETH for MATIC

(used for the teeny gas fees on Polygon. 1 MATIC will buy 1000 transactions)
- Connect your MetaMask wallet
- Click “POLYGON WALLET”
- Click “SWAP FOR GAS TOKEN” https://wallet.polygon.technology/gas-swap
- Select “ONE MATIC”
- “SELECT TOKEN” and pick your ETH Ether POS (should have an amount next to it)

Now you should have your WETH (money for purchase) and MATIC (money for gas) and can
connect to the Cat Chonks Mint site - https://www.alanamccarthy.com/cat-chonks-mint

4 - CONNECT TO MINT SITE

https://www.alanamccarthy.com/cat-chonks-mint
- If MetaMask is greyed out and says “injected (unsupported)” then select WALLET

CONNECT and find the MetaMask icon under there
- It may prompt you to switch networks to Polygon, please do so
- Select the number of Chonks you wish to purchase and click Mint
- After approving the transaction you should see it show up in your wallet and on Opensea

Let me know if that worked for you. If not, please reach out on my discord, twitter or email

Website - http://www.GeekyPetNFT.com
Email - Art@AlanaMcCarthy.com
Twitter - http://www.twitter.com/geekypetnft
Discord - https://discord.gg/PZtpgD7BD3

View the next page for some additional walkthrough videos I found helpful.

https://wallet.polygon.technology/gas-swap
https://www.alanamccarthy.com/cat-chonks-mint
https://support.opensea.io/hc/en-us/articles/360063498293-What-s-WETH-How-do-I-get-it-
https://wallet.polygon.technology/login/
https://wallet.polygon.technology/gas-swap
https://www.alanamccarthy.com/cat-chonks-mint
https://www.alanamccarthy.com/cat-chonks-mint
http://www.twitter.com/geekypetnft
https://discord.gg/PZtpgD7BD3


ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

WANT TO UNDERSTAND THE WHOLE PROCESS MORE?

● Best walkthrough video I’ve found
OpenSea NFT Tutorial (use Polygon & Ethereum to buy NFTs) by MoneyZG
https://youtu.be/It3HU6ROTKs

TIMESTAMPS:
Intro - 00:00
Ethereum vs. Polygon - 00:46
MetaMask - 02:46
MetaMask setup with Polygon - 06:17
OpenSea account setup - 07:49
ETH vs. WETH vs. ETH on Polygon - 09:28
Bridge ETH to Polygon - 12:36
Cheapest Way to get ETH in Polygon - 13:53
Using OpenSea - 15:42
OpenSea on Polygon - 19:10
OpenSea on Ethereum - 20:26
OpenSea NFT viewer - 22:43

● Good explainer video by CodeStackR
ZERO Gas Purchases on OpenSea!! How to buy NFTs on Polygon
https://youtu.be/peJ9zgNhyh0

⏱ Timestamps ⏱
00:00 - Intro
01:30 - SET UP METAMASK WALLET
04:13 - OPTION1: BUY ETH
06:04 - OPTION 2: BUY MATIC
07:21 - ADD WETH TOKEN TO METAMASK

Thank you for all this effort! I hope that this learning journey makes you feel confident to save on
gas fees and buy more Polygon based projects in the future!

https://youtu.be/It3HU6ROTKs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It3HU6ROTKs&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It3HU6ROTKs&t=46s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It3HU6ROTKs&t=166s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It3HU6ROTKs&t=377s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It3HU6ROTKs&t=469s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It3HU6ROTKs&t=568s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It3HU6ROTKs&t=756s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It3HU6ROTKs&t=833s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It3HU6ROTKs&t=942s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It3HU6ROTKs&t=1150s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It3HU6ROTKs&t=1226s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It3HU6ROTKs&t=1363s
https://youtu.be/peJ9zgNhyh0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peJ9zgNhyh0&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peJ9zgNhyh0&t=90s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peJ9zgNhyh0&t=253s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peJ9zgNhyh0&t=364s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peJ9zgNhyh0&t=441s

